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n Cyprus there are few if any private gardens that are open to the public,
but most major towns have municipal gardens, which vary greatly from place
to place. Until very recently Cypriot gardens were mainly courtyards with a
few herbs in pots and perhaps a grapevine or fig tree for shade during the long
hot summer months.
Latterly, with more and more Cypriots returning to their homeland from years
spent in other countries where gardening is part of the culture, more
adventurous plantings have been taking place and landscape gardeners are coming
into their own as people realise how therapeutic a garden can be after the
rigours of work.
In the valley where I live amongst the courtyards and tiny planted strips round
the houses, there are several gardens of note. In the village of Agia Anna in
Larnaca District, there is a wonderful Cacti and Succulent Garden planted out on
a rocky hillside. In the next village Psevdas, a garden lover has pruned the trees
in his front garden into the most interesting shapes. In the same village two
gardens on the main street have been landscaped in a modern style containing
very old olive trees, which are such a part of the Cypriot landscape.
My own garden in Mosfiloti has a lavender par terre which has matured over the
years. It no longer needs watering other than the rain which falls during the
winter months, as the grey leaves protect the plants from the fierce-some sun.
Many gardens are hidden away behind courtyard doors. If you are able to peek
behind them you will find some real jewels.
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'Eleouthkia Traditional and Botanical Park’, Anarita Village near Paphos
Web site http://eleouthkia.com.cy/
Eleouthkia Park was opened to the public in 2009 having taken 4 years to
complete. Completion is an understatement, as gardens evolve all the time and
more and more plants are added each season. Eleouthkia is a big impressive
garden covering some 20,000 square metres with almost 50,000 plants and
flowers for you to enjoy. There are wide paths along which to amble and routes
to follow which are easily accessible for disabled visitors. Trickling water (from
their own sources) in shaded glens adds much to the ambience. The seclusion that
the perimeter fence affords helps transport you from Cyprus to various
countries around the world where you can enjoy their endemic plants which may
also grow very happily here. Traditional buildings such as an olive mill and wheat
and flour mills have been included amongst the plantings. Crafts such as basket
making and pottery are often demonstrated. There is also a 'Village Taverna'
where home-made village fare is offered. Lectures are held in the lecture hall on
a regular basis and weddings and other functions are held within the gardens.
Groups, including school children, are welcomed and there are guides to help you
enjoy this wonderful setting.
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Aphrodite Hills Resort, Nr Paphos
This resort just off the highway from Paphos to Limassol contains hotels, golf
courses and private houses. It is renown for the plantings in the grounds which
are all endemic plants thus surviving the long hot summers and the sea breezes
which affect this area. Well worth a look.
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Oleastro Olive Park, Anogyra
This park is situated on the outskirts of the old village of Anogyra, which is also
famous for its Carob Museum and shop, situated within the village. The methods
of extracting oil from the olives are explained with the use of lifelike figures in a
'Theme Park' setting. Many herbs and indigenous plants are planted in the
grounds. Refreshments are available as well as many handicrafts and cards
relating to olives and their oil.
http://www.oleastro.com.cy/park.html

Leventis Botanical Garden in Troodos
The old Amiantos Asbestos Mine high up in the Troodos is certainly worth a visit.
The air is clear, the skies are almost always blue and the view is tremendous. Far
from the menacing black scar on the hillside that everyone came to hate and
which could be seen from satellites circling the earth, here is a scene of rebirth
with the fresh green of the young pines around even at the end of summer. What
a transformation! It is still in the early stages of development as the whole
replanting of the area is not expected to be finished until 2020, which may be
beyond the life expectancy of many of us! It is a place for the young to look
forward to, for them to see what beauty there can be in forests and gardens and
how the world doesn't have to be all concrete skyscrapers and highways.
Amiantos is away from the hub-bub of life in the 21st century, surrounded by the
wonder of nature – and nature heals.
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The lily pond takes centre stage in the heart of the area surrounding the Visitors
Centre. The modern bridge, linking one side to the other, is reflected in the still
waters, adding to the sense of calm in the area. Nearby a tiny stream tumbles
and gurgles its way over stones to drop into a tiny pool, around which grow
peripheral plants, which like to have their roots in or near water. The huge
pieces of hewn timber placed sympathetically around the gardens, look as if they
had been carved by man rather than weathered by the seasons on the slopes of
the Troodos. Large pieces of natural rock, showing traces of the minerals to be
found so high up, dot the area as well and in amongst all the hard landscaping
many Californian poppies shake their dazzling orangey-gold heads in early autumn
breezes. Most of the indigenous plants, in the form of herbs and mints and sages,
are to the fore. In this garden there is plenty of space to roam, now and in the
future. It's a great place to stop at when visiting the Troodos area.

Recommended taverna for lunch or coffee – Chrysanthos in Kakopetria (Tel
(00357) 22922202) or The Old Mill, overlooking the river, (Tel (00357)
22922536) in the centre of Kakopetria (Trout speciality).
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Agros Village
Agros, situated in the Pitsilia area on the slopes of Mount Troodos, is known as
the 'Rose Village'. It is set in a beautiful valley where thousands of Damascena
roses grow. There is a studio where rose water is distilled and products including
rose liqueur and scented candles are produced.
May is the best time to visit this area as the Rose Festival is held during this
period whilst the roses are at their best. In springtime the valleys are full of
blossom from the many fruit trees that are also grown in the area. In the
autumn the roadsides are full of flowers too.
http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/sectors/tourism/eden/themesdestinations/countries/cyprus/agros/index_en.htm

Lania Village
Contact Glenys Mavromatis - Mobile number 99 678 940
Lania is a pretty village above Limassol and about a 20 minutes drive from there.
Many artists live and work in Lania and the gardens reflect their love of flowers
and nature. There is an old museum where the story of the village is told and a
taverna in the middle of the village where you can eat. During May an 'Open
Courtyard and Lanes Weekend' is held there where the inhabitants open their
courtyards to visitors and there is music and dancing throughout the village.
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Scenes from Lania Village
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Lazar Herbal Organic Gardens, Korakou, near Evrychou

Owner - Phylactis Lazarou
Tel 99 644237
E-mail info@cyprusherbs.com.cy
Website www.cyprusherbs.com.cy

The herbs were originally grown around a house in the village, but have expanded
into a thriving business in the last few years.

Ocimum basilicum 'Magic Mountain'
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Q Gardens, Zygi.
Owners Pambos & Sotiris Shaelos
Tel 99 639035 / 99 435305
Web site www.shaelosplants.eu
email shaelos@hotmail.com
Directions. This garden is very easy to find. Take exit 15 from the Limassol to
Nicosia Highway. Follow the road ahead at the roundabout towards Zygi, which
intersects with the old road and just a little further on the right hand side you
will see the gardens in their colourful splendour.
Q Gardens, run by Pambos and his family and opened in May 2011, are well worth
a visit. The gardens are ever expanding as more and more plants are added.
Gathered together are some really wonderful plants and if you like multicoloured bougainvillea topiaries then this is certainly the place to visit! These
quaint garden fantasies start out life in Thailand and are containerised and
shipped over to Cyprus. Here they are displayed in an avenue of colour and just
to walk amongst them is a joy! They will become a must in many gardens. Other
plants and shrubs are imported from European and Asian countries, including
Holland, Germany, Italy, Spain, Denmark, China, Thailand and Israel and are
offered along with many local plants grown by the owners. The display beds
around the site consist of plants and trees suitable for growing in Cyprus and
were landscaped by Balazs Szabo, giving the impression that you are strolling
through a wonderful garden with gazebos and fountains for you to admire. There
are even some miniature ponies in an adjacent enclosure. Balazs, who is also a
Plant Pathologist, holds Plant Clinics in the gardens from time to time.
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Petreon Sculptural Park Mazotos
http://petreonsculptures.com/theartworks.html
email petreon@gmail.com
Tel.:
99 648 116
Open daily in winter and summer - email for opening hours
Entrance fees
Organised groups
Children
Adults

Euros 2
Euros 1.50
Euros 2.50

Petreos – Man born of Stone.

The Endless Strength of the Mother

Petreon Sculpture Park, created by artist Savvas Koulendros and his late wife
Stavroulla Mbirou-Koulendrou, is situated close to the sea. Surrounded by fertile
fields edged by ancient carob trees, through which Egyptian shepherds herd
flocks of sheep during the autumn, this garden is an oasis of peace and quiet. The
silence is only broken by the tinkling of the many wind chimes throughout the
garden, where some very fine statues are inter-planted with hundreds of cactus
and succulent plants.
The park is the culmination of a dream that former building constructor and Lysiborn Savvas had whilst building more orthodox structures. Now retired from
business his hobby has become his whole being, as he creates larger than life-
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size sculptures without even drawing them out on paper first. Not content with
that, he has also built a small chapel in the grounds filled with icons reflecting
art in the Byzantine tradition. His statues are powerful and full of meaning,
drawing on past history and events, carved out of the many different stones to
be found round and about Cyprus.
His late wife Stavroulla was a latter day painter and responsible for some of the
icons in the chapel. She also liked to work in mosaics and some of her tabletop
works are to be seen in the refreshment area. However, her real passion was for
cacti and succulent plants and there are over 200 different varieties, all of
which appear to grow naturally throughout the garden. Tenderly nurtured and
fed, they are the envy of many a cactus fan. Drooling with flowers, many of which
are out at in September and October, they soften the harshness of the paths
and walls along with the many other endemic plants.
This is an extraordinary garden for visitors to browse through and all who go
there are assured of a warm welcome. For details on how to get there and
opening hours go to their comprehensive website. The garden is well signed
between Mazotos and Zygi.
Cyherbia Gardens, Avgorou
www.cyherbia.com
Tel 00357 99 915 443
Down amongst the red soil villages in the east of the island where potatoes are
king, lies a wonderful herb garden. Created by herbalist Miranda Tringis over a
period of eight years, this garden makes an interesting day out for all members
of the family. Within the 2 hectare garden are thousands of herbs many of
which are local to Cyprus, all of which contribute to our well-being in one way or
another. Lavendula angustifolia grows in great drifts for almost as far as the eye
can see.

Miranda loves to share her vast knowledge of herbs with everyone and especially
children, who are most welcome to visit the garden. She says that there is no
better way to encourage children to learn about nature than by giving them
quests around her garden with interesting facts to discover. Adults will love the
walks around the gardens which abound with named herbs known to many of us.
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A welcome glass of herbal tea awaits visitors after the walk, along with cakes and
cookies, to which herbs and lavender especially, are an essential part. Miranda
distils the lavender and other herbs herself and essences and salves, along with
many dried herbs are available for sale in the shop.

Come prepared with good walking shoes and a sun hat, especially if you are going
to wander through the huge maze and look around the other parts of the garden
where a woodland walk, shaped like Cyprus, enables you to visit Paphos and
Kyrenia all in one morning. Parasols are available to loan to shield you from the
sun.

The garden is open all year round. Entrance is €5 for adults including an herbal
tea and €3 for children aged 5-12. Those under five are free.

Cyherbia Woodland Walk
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Chatting amongst the lavender

Cynara - Artichoke

Terra Santa Gardens, Larnaca
Right in the heart of the busy coastal town of Larnaca is an oasis of quiet and
peacefulness. It is the garden of Terra Santa Church and Care Home tucked in
amongst the hustle and bustle of this ancient town.
The Church is after the style of old Portuguese Churches with a high flat
frontage showing arches and windows in threes, which is typical of this type of
architecture. The gardens although small, include some unusual trees growing
amongst its lawns. There is also a little grotto.
Amongst the edges of lawned area against one of the outer walls and in the
garden in front of the church are several Poinsettia trees, which flower during
the winter time. Growing alongside them round the outer walls of the garden is a
Cassia didymobotrya, sometimes known as Popcorn Cassia, because it smells like
buttered popcorn when you run your fingers through the leaves. The black flower
buds open up into clusters of yellow flowers which again bloom right though the
winter well into spring. Dominating the garden is a huge ficus tree, Ficus lyrata
(fiddle leaved ficus) and with its head above the several palm trees is an
Araucaria heterophylla, (Norfolk Island Pine). In the grass are planted several
Cycas revoluta plants, which grow very slowly and are commonly known as Sago
Palms.
This garden is well worth a look and if the gates are closed it is possible to peep
over the walls and fences.
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Terra Santa Church Larnaca

Senna didymobotrya

Tree Poinsettia
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Akropolis Park, Nicosia
If you are interested in public parks the Akropolis park opposite Marks and
Spencers Store is well kept and pleasant to visit. This is the venue for the annual
Cactus and Succulent show which is usually held during May.
Contact mary.m@spidernet.com.cy for details of the Cacti Shows.

Green Heights Park Girne (Kyrenia – North Cyprus)
A most pleasant visit can be made to the Green Heights Park just outside of
Girne. (Kyrenia) Wow – what a surprise as you enter the garden through the
formal wrought-iron gate set in old stone walls. Shaded paths lead between many
trees and bushes where treasures can be glimpsed that are not often seen in
such abundance in Cyprus, where most houses are new and have 'young gardens'.
It was a rare treat to see such mature trees and shrubs. Have you ever set eyes
on a Chorisia insignis, commonly known as the 'South American Bootle Tree' or
'White Floss Silk Tree'? No, well if you want to see its lovely almost hibiscus-like
flowers then hurry along there to feast your eyes on them amongst the top-most
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branches. You wouldn't want to attempt to climb the tree though for a close-up,
as the trunk and branches are covered with the most vicious looking thorns!

Another mature specimen is a Ficus sycamorus, a native of this end of the Med,
which is usually found growing alongside rivers and in mixed woodland. This tree
needs lots of space if you thought of planting one in your garden, as it can grow
to 20 metres with a crown of 6 metres. The trunk is covered in edible fruits on
short stems. There are lots of mature cycads around in the garden and also in
pots and these along with bananas and frangipani suggested that there is a deal
of humidity in the garden and indeed it is not far from the sea. Jasmines scent
the air at every turn climbing high into trees and over trellises, whilst the blooms
of mandevilleas toss their heads in the gentle breezes. There was something
different round every corner.
Created by Mustafa Emin Aga, it took over a decade to create this paradise,
which opened to the public in 2007. He wanted to share his garden with other
plant lovers. The paths twist and turn over 7.5 donums of land, dotted with
lanterns to light the way for the many functions held there. Certainly it is a
popular place for lunch or a snack, sitting in the shade beneath the trees with a
grand view of the swimming pool.

There is a Taverna on site for refreshments or Lunch. Tel (Mobile)
0542851 75 57
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Karmi Village (North Cyprus)
A little trip out to Karmi off the coast road to the west of Kyrenia in early May,
when the roses were 'oh so glorious', is a well spent day. In the shadow of the
Kyrenia Mountains Karmi lies tucked in close to the mountainside offering the
visitor a glimpse of times past. The winter of 2011/2012 was very wet and cold
resulting in lush green growth everywhere. Water lilies trailed over a lily pond in
one garden and in another nearby there were some interesting rushes, Equisetum
lyemale, standing erect at the damp edge of a pool and very much at home
amongst the other damp peripheral plants. It is a very photogenic village and at
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every corner or down every cobbled lane there is something interesting to see.
It was certainly well worth the climb up the mountains to enjoy its charm.

There is a taverna below Karmi where a simple lunch can be had at a small cost.

The Gardens of Babel in Lapta (North Cyprus)
Even in January The Gardens of Babel in Lapta are worth a visit. I hadn't been
there for a while so it was a pleasant surprise to see just how much had been
achieved since I was last there. I enjoyed talking with Celen Kamburoğlu, the
designer and owner, and discussing her plans to make this a truly outstanding
garden for visitors to enjoy. Selling plants seemed to be incidental to the main
picture. There is not a designated selling area as such, more plants are grouped
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around the pathways from which to choose. The many cats stalked the grounds
or lounged in the sunshine soaking up the winter warmth as I did, luxuriating in
the many pleasures unfolding before my eyes. What you can do with a lot of
space!

Refreshments are available on site
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